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Abstract

The Boundary Protection Scale - 14 (BPS-14) represents a new instrument to capture the degree of protection of the mental self-boundary for use in mindfulness training, therapeutic work and scientific research. We assumed a relation between the ability to protect the self-boundary and mindfulness skills. For more efficient use the original version consisting 20 items was abridged and studied with regard to its validity and reliability. Also first reference values were calculated in a sample of 1,089 subjects, consisting predominantly of students. The total score of the abridged version with 14 items shows an acceptable reliability (Cronbach's α = 0.79) and a medium correlation (r = -0.48) with mindfulness, measured by means of the Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI), regarding the convergent validity. Further studies are encouraged, as well as use of the BPS in mindfulness research, social neuroscience or everyday life.
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1. Introduction

The metaphor “mental inner world” for consciousness can be derived from modern neuroscientific and psychological findings as described by the neurophilosopher Metzinger (2009). He suggested the separation of the mental space into a self-model and a world model. Here, we use the terms inner world or intrapersonal space and outer world or extrapersonal space to describe this separation. The latter includes our surroundings but also our fellow humans. In this sense the self can be seen as an autonomous system, which can be regarded by an observer from the outside as a dynamic object and felt from within as “knower” of the subject, as described by Damasio (2010). Mindfulness can be described as a form of self-perception, as a reaction to inner experiences and as an approach to individual sensations and experiences (Siegel, 2007). The Tibetan expression for Buddhist is “Nangpa”. “Nang” means “inside” and “pa” means “somebody”; somebody who is able to explore what is going on inside him/herself, somebody who can discover his/her own inner truth (Rinpoche, 2002). It describes a person who is able to look inside from within. Interoception determines an inner-world, in response to which a mindful person adopts a specific position. Mindfulness can be defined as returning to and dwelling in our innerworld with the location of our attention. When the self-boundary is not well defined, is blurred for example by a trauma, we can no longer be sure if we are inside or outside our innerworld, mindful or not mindful.
To illustrate the mechanisms of mindfulness and non-mindfulness the specific focus must be on the boundary between the mental self and the environment. The self-boundary constitutes the separating and connecting line between the individual self and the environment. It is the boundary where exchange between the inner and outer world takes place. In accordance with Luhmann (2002) systems must have permeable borders to incorporate compatible alterations from the environment and to thereby ensure their development and existence. That implies that the self-boundary should not only be protective but also receptive to stimulating, supportive and nurturing elements such as feelings and images.

In the spatial Boundary Awareness Model of Blaser (2013, 2012) the self-boundary has not only a filtering function from outside to inside, but also from inside to outside. Moreover it determines whether images and feelings belong to us or not. Here we point out how mental self-boundaries determine the capacity for mindfulness.

To be mindful, to look inside from within, we have to cross our self-boundary from outside to within with the location of our attention. When we arrive within ourselves, we are bodily connected with our emotions, experiences and images. When we now look outwards we are simultaneously aware of both the outside world and our bodily sensations. In this state of mindful awareness the space within merges instantaneously with the space outside, which is the essence of mindfulness.

Despite system theories, interpersonal neurobiology (Siegel, 2012) and neurobiological mindfulness research (Hölzel et al., 2011) etc., there was very little scientific attention paid to the self-boundary in the past. Luhmann (2002) writes that “system boundaries are definitions”, which also applies to the self-boundary. Hartmann (1991) was one of the few who researched with the Boundary Questionnaire. He confined himself to the relationships between the permeability of the self-boundary and sleep duration, oneric memories and daydreams. Although boundary violations were described (e.g. by Joraschky, 1996) as a consequence of traumata, intrusive interactions, exclusion, family secrets and other factors, there was no attempt to measure boundary changes.

An instrument which measures the permeability of the self-boundary or is able to compare the protective function of the self’s system boundary is not only of diagnostic importance but also of great significance in the context of mindfulness in particular. Mindfulness training focused on the restoration of a protective and well-functioning self-boundary can be pursued, controlled and refined with a measuring instrument. With the questionnaire introduced here, the “Boundary Protection Scale - 14” (BPS-14), it will be possible to attempt serious scientific research into the self-boundary. This is of special relevance for mindfulness but is also important for psychiatry (Williams, Teasdale, Segal, & Kabat-Zinn, 2007) and neurobiology (Hölzel et al., 2011).

Here, the design of the BPS-14 is presented along with the results for reliability, reference values and content validity. Further, we hypothesized that good boundary protection would go hand in hand with greater mindfulness and vice versa. Mindfulness is often described as a form of self-perception of inner experiences (Siegel, 2007). The various forms of interoception determine an inner world in response to which a mindful person adopts a specific position. The shift in perspective from the outer world to the inner world is only possible when a well-defined self-boundary exists (Blaser, 2013). Therefore, it could be hypothesized that a good boundary protection or boundary management serves as a precondition of mindfulness skills and vice versa.

We therefore investigated potential correlations between the BPS-14 and the mindfulness factors of the Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory, not to test the factor structure of the FMI but to explore if the BPS-14 captures the wanted concept. In detail we expected a high correlation with the acceptance scale of the FMI that contains items — like “I am friendly to myself when things go wrong” — focusing the protection of the self from external influences.

2. Methods

2.1 Materials

BPS – Boundary Protection Scale: This questionnaire aims to capture the degree of protection provided by the individual self-boundary using 20 items in the long version and 14 items in the abridged one. Boundary refers to the mental delimitation of the self; for example, the ability to say “no” is an aspect of good boundary protection. The questionnaire investigates self-boundary functions such as permeability (items 1, 3, 5, 10 and 14), unwanted loading (items 12 and 13), retaining one’s own energy (items 2 and 4), protection (items 7 and 8) and remaining within self-boundaries (items 6 and 9) (Blaser, 2008), resulting in a total score (numbers in brackets refer to the abridged version). A high score on this questionnaire indicates poor boundary protection, while a low score points to good boundary protection. Five possible answers are available, i.e. “almost never”, “rarely”, “occasionally”, “frequently” and “almost always”, which are assigned corresponding values from one to five.
Items 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the abridged version must be rated inversely. The abridged version (BPS-14) is shown in the Appendix.

**FMI – Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory:** This questionnaire by Walach and Buchheld (Walach et al., 2004) was applied in its short version with 14 items. Four possible answers are available, i.e. “rarely”, “occasionally”, “frequently” and “almost always”, which are assigned corresponding values from one to four. A high score on this questionnaire indicates a high degree of mindfulness. Two subscales can be generated besides the global score; one is related to the ability to be present, named ‘presence’, and one relates to ‘acceptance’ of situations (Kohls, Sauer, & Walach, 2009). The questionnaire has been validated in detail, showing a high internal consistency with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87 (Walach et al., 2004).

2.2 Procedure

The questionnaires were digitized and made available online with the aid of the Software “EFS Survey” by the company Unipark (university program by Globalpark). The final survey contained the BPS-20 and the FMI as well as questions about the subjects’ demographic characteristics and their experience with meditation, all in the German language. The questionnaire was available online for six weeks. No items were able to be skipped. We invited students and employees of the University of Tübingen via email to participate in our survey and to call up the webpage presenting this questionnaire. We offered the chance to win one of three vouchers (25€ each) to increase the motivation to participate. Furthermore the link was displayed on the webpage of the Center for Applied Boundary Studies (http://www.horizologie.ch) to gain a wider range of participants.

2.3 Participants

A total of 1089 participants completed the survey and could be included in the analysis. They were aged between 18 and 86 years (mean age 28.3 years, SD = 10.6 years); there were 263 males and 826 females. The sample was composed mainly of persons with higher education entrance qualifications, currently enrolled in vocational or university education, and graduates. More precisely, 68.3% were undergraduates and 24.2% were employees or civil servants. 28.7% of participants had had psychological therapy before, and 31.0% of those were in therapy at the time of participation. 365 participants practiced a type of meditation (e.g. yoga, mindfulness training), 49.0% of these more than once a month, 24.9% more than once a week and 9.6% daily.

3. Results

3.1 Descriptive Statistics and Reliability

The total score of the BPS-20 was normally distributed as shown in figure 1a, descriptive statistics are shown on the left side of table 1. To make the scale more efficient it was abridged to 14 items as described below. It remains normally distributed (see figure 1b). Descriptive statistics are shown on the right side of table 1. The internal consistency of the BPS-20 is acceptable (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.71), after abridging the BPS-14 gains a higher internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.79).

![Figure 1. Histogram of the BPS-20 (a) and the BPS-14 (b) total score with normal curve](image)
Beside the descriptive statistics we present percentiles as reference values in table 1 so that potential users of this questionnaire are able to make a statement about a particular criterion’s manifestation in comparison to a large – although unfortunately not representative – sample. There were obvious gender differences with regard to the BPS-20 and -14 total score; males had a lower mean score (i.e. stronger boundary) than females as shown in table 1. Therefore, separate percentiles for males and females are listed in table 1 in addition to the percentiles of the total sample. The score of a mentally healthy person should range between the 25% and 75%-percentile.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and reference values for the BPS-20 and the BPS-14, both total and separate for males and females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BPS-20</th>
<th></th>
<th>BPS-14</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number (N)</td>
<td>1089</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>1089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total mean score</td>
<td>62.15</td>
<td>59.21</td>
<td>63.09</td>
<td>42.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation (SD)</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>83.00</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% percentile</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>46.20</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% percentile</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>52.70</td>
<td>33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% percentile</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% percentile</td>
<td>62.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% percentile</td>
<td>67.00</td>
<td>64.00</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>47.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% percentile</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>69.00</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% percentile</td>
<td>75.50</td>
<td>71.00</td>
<td>76.65</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BPS-20: Boundary Protection Scale with 20 items
BPS-14: Boundary Protection Scale with 14 items
Percentile: Percentage of persons in the sample scoring lower.

Because our sample was not representative, we did not calculate reference values for different age groups. However, we found a weak correlation between age and total score ($r = -0.72$, $p < 0.05$), with higher scores for persons aged under 40 (mean = 42.51) and lower scores for persons aged over 40 (mean = 41.19).

3.2 Abridging the Original Questionnaire

The following six items were chosen for removal, because they weakened the internal consistency.

“At parties strangers talk to me about their illnesses.”
“Friends tell me about their personal problems.”
“I share pleasant things with others.”
“I have a secret.” (inverse item)
“I answer the telephone even if I don’t feel like talking.”
“If somebody wants to visit me spontaneously at an inconvenient moment, I tell them that I’m busy”. (inverse item)
3.3 Convergent Validity

To estimate the convergent validity with the concept of mindfulness the FMI was correlated with the abridged version (BPS-14) using Spearman’s correlation. A moderate correlation between these questionnaires could be found ($r = -0.48$, $p < 0.001$), negative as expected, because a high BPS-14 score indicates poor boundary protection, which is assumed to correlate with poor mindfulness (low FMI score). With respect to the subfactors of mindfulness, a medium correlation between the BPS and the acceptance scale was seen ($r = -0.52$, $p < 0.001$). This suggests that the BPS-14 measures are especially related to ‘acceptance’. Acceptance in the FMI is defined as allowing without judgment or as non-judgmental present experience. The correlations are shown in table 2.

Table 2. Correlations (Spearman) between the BPS-14 and the FMI with its subscales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BPS</th>
<th>FMI</th>
<th>FMI_Pres</th>
<th>FMI_Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPS-14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.48**</td>
<td>-0.31**</td>
<td>-0.52**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMI</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.83**</td>
<td>0.93**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMI_Pres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMI_Acc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** The correlation is significant at the level 0.001 (bilaterally).

BPS-14: Boundary Protection Scale - 14
FMI: Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory
FMI_Pres: Presence scale of the FMI
FMI_Acc: Acceptance scale of the FMI

Further, weak external validation cues regarding participants with experience with meditation or therapy could be observed. They showed better boundary protection than people with no such experience. Both experience with meditation ($r = -0.12$, $p < 0.001$) and experience with therapy ($r = -0.11$, $p < 0.005$) were moderately correlated with the BPS.

4. Discussion

Our aim was to create a questionnaire measuring the boundary protection as an important part of psychological healthiness and implication of mindfulness. Beside the 20 items version a shorter version with 14 items was created, both normally distributed and offering an acceptable internal consistency. The BPS-14 should be more practical and enable more effective use in the clinical context. Against this background we calculated separate reference values for males and females, as there were gender differences with regard to the mean scores. The self-boundary seems to get stronger along lifetime, because elder individuals showed a better boundary protection in this survey than younger ones. Unfortunately too few individuals were aged over 40 to calculate age separated reference values.

Furthermore, as assumed, a medium correlation between the BPS-14 and the Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI) was found. This indicates that good boundary protection is related to mindfulness, particularly in terms of acceptance, because this FMI subscale showed the highest correlation with the BPS-14. In other words, people who have learned to accept their inner experiences and sensations are able to remain in and protect their inner world. They can stay connected with their bodily sensations even when these are discomforting physical perceptions. A clearly defined self-boundary allows us to look outwards from within, to simultaneously see the outer world and sense our inner bodily sensations. It is this mindful awareness which makes judgements superfluous. Furthermore, we were able to find first clues for external validation, because meditation and therapy seem to have a weak, but positive, effect on boundary protection.

4.1 Limitations

An interesting question is whether mindfulness training helps to develop a strong and clear self-boundary and, in the opposite direction, whether boundary awareness training supports the capability for mindfulness. This could be answered in a long-term study with two different trainings, one for boundary protection and one for mindfulness, but not with the presented data, that gave only a first clue for the relatedness of the two concepts.
Because the reference values were gained from a sample consisting predominantly of students, they have to be used cautiously. On the one hand, effects of age on the results of the BPS-14 are conceivable, and on the other hand it must be considered that most questionnaires also show differences between groups of varying educational levels. Standardization in a representative sample would be desirable.

4.2 Perspectives

The self-boundary is not only an abstract or theoretical concept but also, as we all know, a part of intra- and interpersonal self-experience. We say: “I’m stretched to my limits”, “she crossed the line” or “my private life is off-limits”, and everyone knows what is meant. Now that terms like feelings, mindfulness or empathy are “in vogue”, entirely new questions arise in research, e.g. how are humans able to distinguish their own feelings from those of another and how does this skill develop? What role does the self-boundary play in mindfulness, compassion and empathy skills? What are the possible consequences in this regard if the self-boundary is relatively undeveloped?

In the psychiatric context a relation between child abuse, adult humiliation or being a witness of (a natural) catastrophe and the self-boundary can be assumed (Wöller, 2006). Online social platforms also exert an influence on the development or stabilization of the self-boundary. Are we able to train boundary awareness and to restore or “heal” self-boundaries? As shown above the self-boundary plays a role in the ability to accept within the mindfulness concept of the FMI. In fact, the ability to distinguish between one’s own feelings and those of others probably develops quite differently in individuals with psychiatric syndromes. The BPS-14 values could provide therapists with an indication of the severity of traumata (e.g. personality disorders) or delineation problems, seen as a lack of emotional detachment, encroaching behavior, symbiotic relationships or parentification. This may explain why mindfulness-based cognitive therapy in persons with severe life events, whose self-boundary has probably been violated, is less effective in reducing relapse and recurrence (Ma & Teasdale, 2004). It is difficult to imagine working with the self without working with the self-boundary.

A new instrument like the BPS-14 also enables us to study new issues in “social neuroscience”. Is there any neurobiological correlate for the self-boundary? Are we able to determine neurophysiologic changes with anatomical MRI images after directed self-boundary awareness training? Do traumata or repeated boundary violations lead to changes in brain regions that can be specifically associated with self-boundary processing? If so, could they serve to make diagnostic assertions available?

The BPS-14 also allows us to study new questions in the field of sociology. We have already demonstrated a small difference in self-boundary functioning between genders. Are there also differences between generations and do they influence mindfulness capability? Do differences exist between western Europeans and migrants from other cultural environments, between first- and second-generation migrants? Does daily and consistent use of mobile phones, computer games, internet, social networks, or television affect proper functioning of the self-boundary and thus determine the capacity of perception from the inner world?

4.3 Conclusions

In this study we investigated a new instrument to measure the protection of the self-boundary. Our results regarding reliability and validity show that the BPS-14 reliably captures the relevant competence. The study shows first indications of a correlation between self-boundary functions and mindfulness, as well as boundary protection and gender. We hope to encourage additional studies to improve the questionnaire further.

Furthermore the BPS-14 invites use not only in the scientific context but also in clinical or psychotherapeutic everyday life. In a society where boundlessness and transparency is becoming more and more common place, as described by Jarvis (2011) and Funk (2011), the BPS-14 could make a useful contribution to generating critical boundary awareness in society.
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Appendix

**Appendix 1: Abridged version of the Boundary Protection Scale (BPS-14, translated from the German original)**

**Boundary Protection Scale - 14**

Please indicate how often you behave in the manner described using the scale to the right of each statement. Please make only one cross in each line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>almost never</th>
<th>rarely</th>
<th>occasionally</th>
<th>frequently</th>
<th>almost always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. I would rather say yes than no in order to avoid conflict

2. Other people can spoil my pleasure

3. I am easily startled

4. I often regret saying too much about myself

5. I don’t want to offend others by saying no

6. It is OK for me to be doing well, even if another person is currently not doing so well

7. I know when it is the right moment to change the topic

8. I have a witty answer ready

9. I do not take on what others say

10. When I say no it can easily be turned into a yes

11. I answer questions even when I don’t actually want to answer them

12. I take on too many obligations

13. A negative group atmosphere influence’s my own mood

14. I find arguments between friends, my parents or colleagues stressful
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